VOLUNTEER CONSULTANT AND COACHING RECRUITMENT

The Executive Service Corps (ESC) is Chicagoland’s Premier Nonprofit Consultancy. ESC is a 42-year-old nonprofit organization with the mission to help make other nonprofits successful. To achieve our mission, we provide consulting, coaching, and professional services to over 150 nonprofit organizations helping 1.2 million people each year.

Great times to volunteer at ESC include:
After you partly or entirely retire,
When you are on sabbatical,
When your day job gives you consistent time to volunteer,
When things are slow at work, and you have discretionary time,
When you’re currently working part-time.

POTENTIAL Time Commitment:
Varies by volunteer role from 5-40 hours/week

PROJECT Types:
Strategic planning, executive recruitment, finance, human resources, executive coaching, marketing & communications, training, fund development, leadership, operations, business planning, technology, and many more!

SUPPORT Structure:
Teams, practice groups, sample work, process manuals, quarterly professional development, mentors, and fun orientations provide support during your volunteer work.

TRAVEL Required:
Some engagements are remote, Others are located throughout Chicagoland. (A few are even out of state.) You select the engagements you’d like to help with based upon your availability and skills.

“ESC provides the ultimate win-win scenario for experienced professionals looking to make a difference in the non-profit community!”
– Jodi Wellman

“I volunteer with ESC because I want to see the organization continue to thrive.”
– Barbara Hornbach

“The bios of ESC consultants are truly amazing! More importantly, our consultants are committed to solid work and good outcomes for our clients.”
– R. Ernest Mahaffey

“Volunteering with ESC provides you with the opportunity to support nonprofits on the front lines of critical social impact.”
– Allison Rohner Lawshe

“The bias of ESC consultants is so much more than just donating time. I get to invest my skills and expertise in a way that has a long and lasting impact on the organizations that I serve and the causes that they support.”
– Terra Winston

ESC gives volunteer consultants an opportunity to share their experiences with clients in the not-for-profit world who would benefit greatly from this kind of mentoring.”
– Ellard Butch Pfaelzer, Jr.

“Volunteering allows me to stay engaged in mentally stimulating work. It opens my eyes to all the worthwhile nonprofit organizations that exist in the Chicagoland area.”
– Chris Hogan
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“Being part of an ESC team... was powerful.”
– Eleanor Hamilton

“I can’t think of a better way to give back.”
- Jeanne Mayes

“You’ve retired from a successful career. What now? That’s what ESC volunteers do.”
- George Krafcsin

“During these difficult times, there is one thing we can all do to help.”
- Wendy DuBoe

“I like to volunteer because it gives me the opportunity to give back...”
- Emma Jean Jamison

“You're currently working part-time.

“Being a coach for ESC gives you the opportunity... to uplift a non-profit organization...”
- Donna Bunch Coaxum, Esq., CPA